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ABSTRACT

Objectives Mass COVID-19 vaccination in Africa is required to end the pandemic. In low-income settings, street-level bureaucrats (SLBs), or public officials who interact directly with citizens, are typically responsible for carrying out vaccination plans and earning community confidence in vaccines. The study interviewed SLBs to assess their perceptions of the factors affecting COVID-19 vaccination rollout in Tanzania.

Methods We interviewed 50 SLBs (19 rural; 31 urban) responsible for implementing COVID-19 vaccination microplans across four diverse regions and districts of Tanzania in September 2021. Moreover, we conducted six in-depth interviews with non-governmental organisation representatives and seven focus group discussions with health facility governing committees. We asked for their perceptions of factors facilitating and challenging vaccine rollout according to three preidentified domains: political, health system and community. We analysed translated transcripts using a thematic analysis approach.

Results Political factors facilitating mass vaccination included the executive leadership change from a deniulist president to a president who accepted vaccines and promoted transparency. Global integration, commercially and politically, also motivated vaccine acceptance. Political challenges included community confusion that emerged from the consecutive presidents’ divergent communications and messaging by prominent religious antivaccination leaders. Health system factors facilitating vaccination included scaling up of immunisation sites and campaigns. Urban district officials reported greater access to vaccination sites, compared with rural officials. Limited financial resources for paying healthcare workers and for transport fuel and a lack of COVID-19 testing compromised mass vaccination. Furthermore, SLBs reported being inadequately trained on COVID-19 vaccine benefits and side effects. Having community sources of accurate information was critical to mass vaccination. Challenges at the community level included patriarchal gender dynamics, low risk perception, disinformation that the vaccine has satanic elements, and lack of trust in coronavirus vaccines.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

⇒ Qualitative interviews with public health officials provide an in-depth look at officials’ perceptions of the factors that facilitated and challenged mass COVID-19 vaccination in Tanzania.
⇒ We interviewed 50 public officials and conducted focus group discussions with six health facility governing committees across urban and rural districts in Tanzania.
⇒ We did not investigate community perceptions to corroborate public officials’ perceptions.
⇒ Given the dynamic nature of the COVID-19 response, the findings cannot be generalised beyond the study’s time period, September 2021.

Conclusion Mass COVID-19 vaccination in Tanzania will require greater resources and investment in training SLBs to mitigate mistrust, overcome misinformation, and engage communities.

INTRODUCTION

The end of the COVID-19 pandemic will require mass vaccination in Africa. As of 23 January 2023, Africa recorded 12.49 million cases and 257,532 deaths due to COVID-19. The actual numbers are likely much higher; WHO estimated that 1.25 million excess deaths associated with COVID-19 occurred in Africa between January 2020 and December 2021. Highly transmissible variants, including the Omicron variant, first detected by genomic surveillance teams in Africa, caused more deaths than during the previous Delta surge. As of February 2022, it was estimated that the vaccination rate in Africa needed to increase six times (requiring 36 million people to be vaccinated weekly) in order to achieve the 70% fully vaccinated global target.

Troublingly, the African continent has experienced obstacles with rolling out COVID-19 vaccines. Obstructions to vaccine
procurement include high-income country hoarding and lack of local vaccine manufacturing. As of February 2022, Africa received more than 587 million vaccine doses, 58% through the COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access (COVAX) Facility, 36% from bilateral deals including from China and Russia and 6% through Africa Vaccines Acquisition Trust of the African Union. African countries were among the first to sign up for and receive vaccine doses through COVAX. Nevertheless, some African countries have been slow to vaccinate the majority of their populations. As of October 2022, eleven African countries had between 10% and 19% of their population fully vaccinated with their last dose of their primary series, while five countries had less than 10% fully vaccinated.

The monumental logistical task of mass COVID-19 vaccination in Africa relies heavily on street-level bureaucrats (SLBs)—the ‘public service workers who interact directly with citizens in the course of their jobs’. These include doctors, nurses and other public health officials such as regional or local immunisation officers. In the low-income settings that characterise much of Africa, there is often considerable distance between the policies made in capital cities and actual implementation on the ground. As a result, the logistical tasks of SLBs, which include microplanning, surveillance of adverse events, management of data and earning community trust and confidence in vaccination, have an outsize impact on outcomes. Despite their relative importance in mass vaccination efforts, few studies have interviewed SLBs in Africa to assess their perceptions of the factors affecting their vaccination work.

SLBs in Africa likely encounter diverse facilitating and challenging factors in vaccinating people in their communities. Some factors like challenges with vaccine supply may be similar across Africa, while others likely depend on context. Recent research on COVID-19 vaccine rollout in Africa by WHO and others suggests that these factors may be grouped into three types: political, health system and community.

The United Republic of Tanzania merits particular attention when it comes to political factors that affect COVID-19 vaccine rollout. Tanzania is one of few countries that experienced a reversal of high-level political support for vaccination. The country’s first year of the pandemic was characterised by a minimal official response, encouragement of the use of prayer and traditional remedies to prevent SARS-CoV-2 spread and outright denial by former President John Magufuli, who died in March 2021, just months after winning a landslide re-election. President Magufuli was succeeded by his vice president, Samia Suluhu Hassan, who was publicly vaccinated in July 2021. In June 2021 the country joined COVAX, and in July 2021 the government issued a revised national COVID-19 response plan with vaccination as a central pillar.

As of January 2023, COVAX shipped 41.46 million out of 42.25 million allocated COVID-19 vaccine doses to Tanzania and the USA donated over 7.00 million vaccines, which was enough to fully vaccinate between 40-59% of Tanzania’s population of over 60 million people. As of August 2022, it appears, according to the International Monetary Fund, that Tanzania has secured or expected commitments to vaccinate 84% of its population from all types of delivery mechanisms. However, some African countries have been slow to vaccinate the majority of their populations. One barrier to vaccination in Tanzania is likely the differences in the two recent presidents’ approaches, which engendered confusion and mistrust of health officials. For example, in February 2021, under President Magufuli, the Minister of Health appeared at a press conference where she drank herbal remedies and stated that the government had no plans to import vaccines. Just a few months later, under President Hassan, the same minister received the first shipments of COVAX vaccines at a fanfare event during which she assured the public that the vaccines were safe.

While a number of challenges with vaccinating the Tanzanian population against COVID-19 likely reflect the country’s particular governance context, others are likely common to the Global South. Health system challenges for mass COVID-19 vaccination in Africa, according to WHO and the World Bank, include: limited training of vaccination workers, inadequate funds, disorganised planning, inadequate medical infrastructure, vaccine hesitancy and in-country regulatory hurdles. Moreover, several commentaries forecasted that health system barriers would include difficulties transporting vaccines to remote locations, inadequate health information and communication systems and shortages of healthcare workers. Few studies have assessed SLBs’ assessments of these potential challenges.

Another set of factors associated with COVID-19 vaccination in Africa relates to community demand for vaccines. For example, a 15-country study of African countries (not including Tanzania) showed that willingness to accept a COVID-19 vaccine was highly variable, with significant regional disparities. In other studies, vaccine hesitancy, defined as delaying acceptance or refusal of vaccines despite availability of vaccine services, ranged anywhere from 36.5% among Kenyans to 84.6% among Cameroonians. Among this literature, common reasons for vaccine hesitancy included concerns about the source of vaccinations and vaccine safety. When asked which entities would need to provide approval to engender trust in a COVID-19 vaccine, citizens in the 15-country study reported that the entities least trusted were community organisations (7%) and ‘foreign Western’ governments (7%). Respondents viewed new COVID-19 vaccines to be less safe than vaccines in general. Moreover, over half of people surveyed in the 15 countries considered themselves either ‘not very well’ or ‘not at all’ informed about COVID-19 vaccine development.
Misinformation (inaccurate, but not necessarily with bad intentions) and disinformation (inaccurate, with intention to deceive) are also likely obstacles to vaccine rollout in Tanzania. In the 15-country survey in Africa, 66% of respondents reported having seen or heard ‘some rumors’ about COVID-19, with 42% reporting being exposed to ‘a lot of disinformation’. Common rumors included: Africans are being used as guinea pigs in vaccine trials, vaccine trials have led to the death of several children and the spread of COVID-19 is linked to 5G.

In the present study, we explored the perceptions of public health SLBs on challenges and facilitators to COVID-19 vaccination rollout in Tanzania. We asked SLBs about political, health system and community factors affecting vaccine rollout. Given the importance of vaccination as part of global pandemic control, our ultimate goal was to come up with a set of recommendations for scaling up COVID-19 vaccination.

**METHODS**

**Background**

Tanzania issued Guidelines for COVID-19 Vaccination in July 2021. Consistent with Tanzania’s policy since the 1990s of decentralising primary healthcare, key roles for vaccination were devolved to the local government level. Tanzania is currently divided into 31 regions, which are further subdivided into districts, wards and villages. The guidelines tasked each of the 172 district councils with developing a ‘comprehensive Council COVID-19 micro plan’. Furthermore, health facilities within each district—through health facility governing committees (HFGCs) and community healthcare workers—were made responsible for mobilising targeted groups for vaccination, implementing vaccination activities, documenting doses provided and vaccine stocks and supervising vaccination activities.

**Setting**

Interviews were conducted in September 2021 in four purposefully selected regions: Dodoma, Dar es Salaam, Mbeya and Kigoma. We purposively selected one urban and one rural district within each region. We selected districts that were diverse with respect to the characteristics presented in table 1 (population, geography and healthcare infrastructure).

**Participants**

We purposively selected different types of local officials to interview at each level of government: (1) regional-level officers, including members of Regional Health and Regional Referral Hospital Management Teams who were involved in the implementation of response to COVID-19; (2) district-level officers, including social welfare and medical officers; and (3) local officials at ward, village (rural) and mtaa (‘street’; i.e., urban equivalent of village) levels who were involved in the implementing COVID-19 vaccination activities. We planned to interview at least two officials of each type per district (2 officials × 3 types × 2 districts) for a total of 12 officials per region (total of 48 interviews). Focus group discussions (FGDs) were solely conducted with HFGC members.

**Patient and public involvement**

It was not appropriate to involve patients or the public in the design, or conduct, or reporting or dissemination plans of our research.

**Procedures**

We developed an interview guide (see online supplemental file 1) based on prior experience, including previous interviews with Tanzanian local officials about the country’s COVID-19 response in July 2020, and review of the revised COVID-19 response plan. Participants meeting our selection criteria were approached for an interview. Interviewees were asked about their roles and responsibilities, guidelines received under President Hassan, perceptions about whether and how things have changed since the new president took office, scope of activities related to COVID-19 and challenges in implementing those activities. We also asked about their activities related to the COVID-19 vaccine (including production, distribution, overcoming reluctance), and about the development and implementation of COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Population, Tanzania census</th>
<th>Area (km²)</th>
<th>Population density (people per km²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dodoma MC</td>
<td>Dodoma</td>
<td>2647410</td>
<td>2611</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chembba DC</td>
<td>Dodoma</td>
<td>2647410</td>
<td>7299</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kigoma Ujiji MC</td>
<td>Kigoma</td>
<td>2800919</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kakonko DC</td>
<td>Kigoma</td>
<td>2800919</td>
<td>2204</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilala MC</td>
<td>Dar es Salaam</td>
<td>5401814</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>4383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kigamboni MC</td>
<td>Dar es Salaam</td>
<td>5401814</td>
<td>69490</td>
<td>3087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbeya CC</td>
<td>Mbeya</td>
<td>2204543</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rungwe DC</td>
<td>Mbeya</td>
<td>2204543</td>
<td>2154</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CC, City Council; DC, District Council; MC, Municipal Council.
vaccination microplans. We describe how we meet the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research in online supplemental file 2.

Interviews and focus groups were conducted in person in participants’ offices during the month of September 2021; no other individuals were present during the interviews. Data were collected by two male and two female Tanzanian research assistants who have a minimum of a bachelor’s degree. The research assistants were supervised and trained by study researchers. Research assistants did not have a relationship to participants prior to the study; they maintained 6-feet distance from participants and wore a mask during the interviews. Research assistants explained the purpose of the study; verbal informed consent was obtained and participants’ names were not recorded. All interviews and FGDs were audio recorded, conducted in Swahili and translated to English for analysis. Interviews lasted between 20 and 30 min and focus groups lasted between 48 and 55 min; interviewers wrote field notes after each interview or FGD. Data are available on reasonable request.

Data analysis
We analysed the data using a thematic analysis approach. We first generated codes deductively from our interview guide. Codes were grouped into six overarching categories; example codes for each category are provided in parentheses: (1) training (eg, work role); (2) COVID-19 guidelines (eg, access/availability); (3) response to COVID-19 (eg, president’s beliefs); (4) activities against COVID-19 (eg, local adaptations); (5) COVID-19 vaccine (eg, access); (6) comprehensive COVID-19 plan (eg, implementation); (7) coordination (eg, government monitoring); (8) activities not engaged in to combat COVID-19 (activities that participants would have liked to do but were not able to do because of some barrier); (9) hindrance to implementation (eg, political, social and economic factors); (10) resource availability (eg, sources). During our data analysis, we inductively added two codes that emerged as themes: (1) decentralisation and (2) working with partners such as non-governmental organisations (NGOs). The four research assistants coded all the translated interviews and FGDs using Dedoose version 6.2.2. Please see more information on the role of the local data analysts in our reflexivity statement, included as online supplemental file 3. We went through several rounds of blind coding (where each coder codes the same document but is blind to the other coders’ work) and then resolved coding discrepancies during a group meeting. This process helped clarify each code’s meaning and to ensure that coders were applying the codes in the same way. After several rounds of blind coding, we were confident that the coders were applying the codes similarly. Then, each coder was assigned an equivalent share of transcripts to code. Finally, a lead research assistant reviewed the coding of randomly selected transcripts. After reaching data saturation, we compared and contrasted quotes based on respondents’ region and the government level at which they operated.

RESULTS
Sample characteristics
We completed 50 interviews with officials responsible for implementing COVID-19 vaccination microplans. These included 12 regional officials (eg, regional health secretary, regional medical officer, regional immunisation and vaccine officer), 23 district-level officials (eg, council/district immunisation and vaccine officer (CIVO/DIVO), district medical officer, district/town council health secretary) and 9 officials at the level of ward or village (eg, village or ward executive officer). We interviewed a total of 19 officials in rural areas and 31 officials in urban areas. In addition, we conducted six in-depth interviews with NGO representatives (eg, programme officer, project manager). Finally, we conducted seven FGDs (four in urban areas and three in rural areas) with HFGCs and a hospital management team. Below we describe respondents’ perceptions of factors facilitating and challenging vaccine rollout according to our three preidentified domains: political, health system and community.

Political factors facilitating vaccination
Respondents universally reported that the change in executive leadership from President Magufuli to President Hassan was critical to facilitating vaccine uptake. The key difference between the two leaders was President Hassan’s embrace of ‘science’. As an urban health secretary stated, ‘In the previous regime of President Magufuli, people were strongly encouraged to follow traditional methods… but in this phase of President Hassan we follow what science says.’ FGD participants at an urban dispensary echoed this sentiment: ‘every day our leaders are… urging us to follow modern methods, different from the previous phase.’

Several respondents also noted increased transparency under Hassan’s government—both in terms of sharing the findings of scientific studies and disclosing statistics on COVID-19 infections. A district medical officer noted the ‘great effort’ of President Hassan’s efforts to fight COVID-19 ‘by allowing scientific research and accepting the results of those studies’ and went on to say that ‘the biggest difference [between Hassan’s and Magufuli’s respective governments] is the availability of COVID-19 information’. As a member of an HFGC in an urban district put it, ‘Lack of accurate COVID-19 information is no longer a government problem.’

Beyond the change in executive leadership, global integration was cited by some respondents as a motivating factor for embracing the vaccine. Several noted that ‘Tanzania is not an island’, and highlighted the importance of maintaining good foreign relations. A rural
health secretary suggested the government is influenced by interactions with ‘countries around us, because we are commercially related…we cannot separate ourselves and follow our own ways to fight COVID-19, because we will lack support’. A regional medical officer stated: ‘The COVID-19 conflict is a permanent agenda here in our region, especially considering the strong interaction along the borders of Tanzania.’

Global integration also means Tanzanians received information from sources beyond the country’s borders. Some respondents described how this generated a kind of bottom-up pressure that motivated the government to act. As a ward executive officer stated, ‘It is no longer possible to hide from the Tanzanian the real truth of the matter. [It is as] if we are two steps ahead of a different understanding from the Government’s intentions.’

In addition, many respondents noted that Tanzania is part of the international community and thus has certain obligations. As an urban ward executive officer reported: ‘The whole world is following the WHO guidelines … we are not an island to stay separate from other nations.’ Some respondents cited pressure from foreign donors. An NGO official suggested that rejecting the vaccine would mean losing foreign aid:

President Samia [Hassan] has seen that if she did not accept the vaccine, she would miss many [sources of] aid internationally. Tanzania is also a member of various international organizations, so by continuing to reject the vaccine she would be violating the agreements.

A regional immunisation and vaccine officer put the vaccine in terms of conditionalities: ‘Tanzania is part of the world and again a dependent country; there is no option other than accepting the conditions.’

**Political factors challenging vaccination**

While most respondents praised President Hassan’s government for facilitating vaccination, respondents noted that divergent approaches between Presidents Magufuli and Hassan have engendered confusion and mistrust. For instance, a rural district health secretary noted, ‘the community is still embracing the guidelines of the previous phase, that is why the response towards the issue of vaccination is still low.’ A district health secretary in a different rural district further highlighted ‘the impact of political statements and statements especially in [Magufuli’s] government has made the community distrust the security of the vaccine’. Similarly, a member of an urban HFGC highlighted a ‘lack of information and trust in the reporting authorities’ as pervasive in their community. The project manager of a rural NGO put it even more forcefully:

The same government 4 months ago rejected the vaccine and accused it [of being] a plan by the imperialists to want to kill Africans. Today… the same leaders are encouraging young people [to get vaccinated].

This is a waste of time, society does not understand at all.

Some respondents reported mistrusting the mass vaccination campaign because they felt it was politically motivated. One member of an HFGC noted:

We do not see the success of scientific methods because the nation believes in the natural methods that [Magufuli] emphasized. Vaccination campaigns are political and rural people at first do not have time for them and do not expect to accept vaccinations.

Another participant explained, ‘Magufuli was a true patriot again and he rejected the pressure from outside.’ Conversely, President Hassan was seen by some respondents as being influenced by external pressures, supporting the belief that local officials encouraging vaccinations were promoting a foreign agenda. As noted by another participant in this FGD, ‘We have a very difficult time in the community in promoting vaccinations; we are called white puppets.’

Moreover, some respondents perceived the divergent messaging from the central government as a cause of people not engaging in COVID-19 preventive behaviours. A municipal immunisation and vaccine officer noted that people are still in a dilemma to understand why this government has approved the vaccine even though the government initially rejected the use of the vaccine. This has led to chaos and made people not even follow the ways to protect themselves from this disease for example washing their hands and wearing masks.

Respondents also cited government conflict as making it difficult to carry out vaccination and other activities related to COVID-19 containment. As a ward executive officer noted, ‘politicians themselves do not have a formal position in the fight against the disease… [within] the same government some are encouraging vaccines [while] others are still opposed… [it] is making chaos.’

Respondents further highlighted a conflict between government statements and prominent religious leaders. A member of an urban HFGC cited recent statements by a Pentecostal bishop heading the Ufufuo Na Uzima (Glory of Christ Tanzania Church) ministry and a member of parliament from the ruling party who made public statements against the vaccine. Hassan’s government ordered the police and Prevention and Combating of Corruption Bureau to arrest and interrogate him. The bishop was questioned before parliament in August 2021.33 Multiple respondents mentioned the bishop and the challenge he posed because of his wide following and antivaccine rhetoric. An urban HFGC respondent cited ‘the danger’ of ‘ongoing conflicts between religious leaders, especially religious ones’. This respondent further noted: ‘Religious beliefs have great power and space…the government must come up with satisfying answers.’ Another rural respondent referred to the bishop’s influence and
noted that ‘There are two catastrophes - the COVID-19 pandemic and the catastrophe of information’.

Health system factors facilitating vaccination
In terms of health system factors associated with mass COVID-19 vaccination, many respondents mentioned that the number of immunisation centres had increased and that vaccines were free and available for those who wanted them. A rural health supervisor said that vaccines were ‘available at three centers, but after seeing the need, seven more centers were added’. A regional officer said, ‘currently we have 52 COVID-19 vaccine centers, and next week we will expand the coverage to 358 facilities all over X region [anonymized for confidentiality].’

More urban than rural respondents cited the ease of vaccine access. An urban ward officer said that ‘access to immunization is not a problem at all. There are adequate immunization centers as well as mobile clinics that operate in crowded places such as markets, government meetings, worship meetings and conferences’. An urban district officer declared that ‘people can easily get vaccinated free of charge. The city has set up a friendly and simple procedure to coordinate the immunization exercise including increasing the number of immunization centers from the previous 6 centers to the current 112’.

They also mentioned ‘immunization campaigns especially in collaboration with development partners such as Red Cross’, and mobile clinics with which ‘the city coordinates immunization by visiting various venues such as markets, where more education is provided on the importance of immunization’. An urban health secretary also mentioned ‘visiting various religious or political rallies, including parliamentary meetings and markets, where education is provided on the importance of immunization’.

Health system factors challenging vaccination
On the other hand, respondents repeatedly mentioned challenges to vaccination. Many participants cited the lack of financial resources for paying employees, for medical equipment and for fuel for transportation and mobile vaccination vehicles. For example, a rural health secretary stated: ‘when we planned the budget we lack the funds to cover the cost of motor fuel’.

Relatedly, respondents mentioned that the distance from rural villages to immunisation centres was a significant challenge. A ward officer said that ‘access to immunization is still a big problem’ because there are not enough facilities and most are far from rural communities. A rural district health secretary confirmed that they had 10 immunisation centres, ‘although villages like X are still very far away’.

Another issue was lack of testing capacity for COVID-19. An urban health secretary stated: ‘we don’t have a laboratory that can detect COVID-19, so the health provider only measures temperature, heart rate and blood pressure...so they may vaccinate a person who is infected.’ Several respondents mentioned this challenge, saying they knew people who died after receiving the vaccine, suggesting that the deceased were likely infected prior to vaccination.

A common concern among respondents was lack of training for medical providers. A rural village officer stated that they lacked ‘experts to provide education on this disease’. An urban ward officer explained that no training was given to them on COVID-19 nor the vaccines and their side effects, making it difficult to answer the public’s questions. Officers in another urban area reported receiving what they described as unofficial training on COVID-19 organised by WHO and the government, on ‘immunization and vaccine storage’. Respondents reported that inadequate training led to healthcare providers’ misconceptions, including whether or not pregnant and breastfeeding women can be vaccinated.

Community factors facilitating vaccination
In terms of community-level factors that facilitated vaccination rollout, respondents agreed that having community sources of accurate information on the COVID-19 vaccine was critical. Respondents described dispersing health information about the COVID-19 vaccine through community meetings, church leaders, healthcare providers and various forms of media such as radio, news and television. A rural CIVO said that health workers were using media to ‘send reliable information to the society’ through ‘megaphones’ on public transportation and ‘flyers in different open areas’. An urban health secretary mentioned using media to spread vaccination information, holding meetings ‘summoning all religious leaders and traditional elders like chiefs’ and giving them leaflets to distribute to the community. They also provided flash drives with information on COVID-19 to bus drivers to play to their passengers.

Community factors challenging vaccination
Respondents reported several community-level factors challenging COVID-19 vaccination rollout including patriarchal gender dynamics, low risk perception, misinformation, disinformation that the vaccine has satanic elements, and a general lack of trust in vaccines. As an example of challenging gender dynamics, a district officer in an urban area said that due to the patriarchal society, women ‘are not allowed to vaccinate without the consent of their husbands’.

Respondents cited a general low-risk perception among community members likely because COVID-19 cases were not acknowledged under the previous president. As one rural DIVO stated: ‘The response of the people to the vaccine is still very low because this is one of the councils that has not brought any cases of COVID-19, from the first wave to the third wave… [people] do not believe in the existence of the disease.’
Several interviewees discussed the spreading of fake news on vaccines through social media. Some misconceptions include that the vaccine causes infertility and death. A rural chief executive officer respondent mentioned hearing misinformation that the vaccine would be used to track individuals.

Several respondents mentioned religious beliefs as a major challenge. A vaccine officer in an urban area said, ‘when a religious leader in the community speaks or opposes an issue related to the spread of corona virus, it brings negative consequences to society.’ Others mentioned that COVID-19 was linked to an antichrist symbol. A respondent from an urban HFGC said that ‘the community believes that vaccination is an antichrist plan to use the mark of the beast number 666 [a satanic symbol]’.

Several respondents reported mistrust in vaccines. They said that pastoral communities used traditional medicine to treat COVID-19 and do not trust ‘hospital medication’. An urban health secretary mentioned that there is ‘a negative attitude towards the Johnson & Johnson vaccine’. This mistrust affected delivery of other health services, as a regional medical officer explained, ‘The region has experienced a great drop out from clinical attendances due to the fear created among parents that when they attend the clinics, they will be vaccinated.’ Another community officer described an incident they observed: ‘students saw a car and the doctors dressed in white. Then some of them panicked and ran to their homes thinking they were getting a corona vaccine.’

CONCLUSION

Our study is the first to reveal public health SLBs’ perceptions of the factors that challenged and facilitated mass COVID-19 vaccination in Tanzania. Similar to other studies based on surveys of African citizens,23–26 our findings revealed that community perceptions, particularly misinformation/disinformation, and inadequate health system investments were significant challenges to COVID-19 vaccine uptake. Adding to this, we found that the persistence of the denialist views of Tanzania’s deceased president was a significant obstacle. On the other hand, facilitating factors included executive branch endorsement of vaccination, greater transparency regarding COVID-19 information, global and regional integration, the availability of mobile clinics and community-based campaigns to disseminate health information. In light of the need to scale up COVID-19 vaccination in Africa and our findings, below we present recommendations for improving vaccine uptake.

The Tanzanian case illustrates the challenges associated with overcoming the legacy of a charismatic executive leader. More generally, comparative research suggests that in presidential systems such as Tanzania’s there is more scope for populist leaders to exert their will—for good or for ill.34 The successors to such leaders are incentivised to continue their predecessors’ policies in order to legitimise their authority.35 Charting a new course—as President Hassan did with respect to COVID-19 vaccination—has the potential to undermine both legitimacy and effective public health implementation. While the pandemic has threatened the legitimacy of leaders in a range of settings,34 the challenge facing President Hassan is particularly acute in light of the extreme course charted by her predecessor, who went beyond denialism to claim that COVID-19 had been fully eradicated.36

At the same time, our findings highlight the limits of executive leadership to influence vaccination outcomes. In part, this reflects the broader challenge of policy implementation in low-capacity states such as Tanzania. As noted above, given the distance between the policies crafted by elites and actual implementation on the ground, the daily activities of SLBs are critically important to determine outcomes. However, SLBs in such settings (including front-line health workers) frequently face profound resource constraints37; moreover, factors such as their sociopolitical context, working environments and personal beliefs may cause them to take an unsupportive stance towards centrally or externally directed policy initiatives.38 In particular, several respondents mentioned being seen as ‘white puppets’, consistent with other reports on Africans’ mistrust of Western donors’ role in distributing COVID-19 vaccines.21

Our findings highlight the importance of mitigating mistrust through community engagement.39 In a campaign alongside an Ebola vaccine trial in Sierra Leone, successful community-engaged strategies for overcoming vaccine hesitancy included: reciprocal communication (eg, allowing community issues to be heard and addressed through community meetings); relatability (eg, gathering community input on the design and distribution of health education materials); relationships (eg, working with local leaders who have credibility in communities); and respect (eg, accommodating and responding to community concerns, venerating local norms).40 Likewise, a recent WHO/World Bank report recommends engaging communities to build trust.22 Community health workers may be uniquely positioned to combat misinformation, fear and mistrust and may be helpful in collecting data on community preferences for vaccination strategy and sites.41 Furthermore, given the strain on healthcare systems during the pandemic, WHO/World Bank recommend that countries prioritise adequate training and remuneration of healthcare workers to increase vaccination rates.

At present, however, our study suggests that SLBs involved in the vaccine rollout had limited resources and training with which to combat mistrust and improve vaccination rates. This illustrates the broader challenges that SLBs face in responding to crises, which can render their specialised knowledge, skills and judgement obsolete.42 For example, some respondents reported not knowing that vaccination could occur during pregnancy, a perception that could easily be clarified during training. At a minimum, training should be provided to street-level
immunisation officers to learn about the risks and benefits of the vaccine so that they may explain it to their communities and patients.

One approach towards addressing resource constraints faced by SLBs is to integrate the COVID-19 vaccine into existing healthcare services. A horizontal system approach, whereby the COVID-19 vaccine is integrated into primary healthcare, may help minimise the need for additional resources. Furthermore, integration would minimise costs to citizens for accessing immunisation-specific sites (eg, transportation, waiting time).

Integration of COVID-19 vaccination into primary healthcare will require more investment, as only 5 out of 47 countries in the African region have adult vaccination programmes. We note that mass vaccination is possible when resources permit—over the past decade, with resources for healthcare provider training and vaccine distribution, Tanzania achieved over 95% vaccination coverage for 9 out of 22 vaccine packages tracked by WHO.

Beginning in 1975, Tanzania’s Expanded Program on Immunization included tetanus vaccines for adult women of childbearing age. A study from similar contexts showed that supplementary immunisation activities, mass vaccination campaigns that include outreach and door-to-door vaccination, have increased vaccination rates and reduce inequities in vaccine access. These efforts suggest that, if resources and financing are available, it is possible to scale up COVID-19 vaccination in Africa.

That said, our study affirmed that, in addition to improving the health system infrastructure for vaccination, African countries will need to address misinformation and disinformation. Social science research is critical to uncovering rumours and community perceptions during outbreak response and vaccination efforts. These rumours and community perceptions can then be addressed in targeted educational campaigns by local leaders.

Limitations of our study include that we did not investigate community perceptions of the COVID-19 vaccine, and thus cannot corroborate SLBs’ perceptions of community members’ views. In a different design we might have collected data from community members to assess their perspectives on misinformation and trust, for example. In addition, many SLBs receive funding from the central government and thus may have been less open to offering critical comments about the government. Furthermore, we interviewed only a subsample of SLBs and thus cannot guarantee that our findings are generalisable to all of Tanzania; nevertheless, we attempted to interview SLBs representing districts with demographic and geographic variability. Finally, Tanzania may be a unique context because of its denialist former president, and thus our findings on the political factors are likely not generalisable to other countries in Africa. However, the health system and community-level challenges reported here are consistent with findings from elsewhere in Africa.

Recently, there are promising developments in scaling up COVID-19 vaccine distribution in Africa. With WHO’s support, African countries will develop six mRNA technology hubs to build capacity to manufacture vaccines locally. While this is good news for confronting vaccine supply, the role of SLBs is critical in convincing people to vaccinate and in overcoming other access barriers, especially in low-income countries. We must continue to do research that acknowledges their roles in current and future pandemics.
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Interview Guide – Donors/INGOs/NGOs/CBOs

Hello. I work for Mzumbe University under the direction of Professor Henry Mollel. We are collecting data to examine the changes in COVID-19 response in Tanzania since President Hassan took office. The purpose of these data is to contribute information on Tanzania to a research article on global policy responses to the pandemic. We are conducting original interviews with 10 representatives of INGOs/NGOs/CBOs and 20-30 purposively selected local government officials from diverse geographic areas. During our interviews, we will ask questions about what activities you are engaged in to contain COVID-19, how the policy environment for COVID-19 containment has changed under President Hassan, and your perceptions on how communities are reacting to COVID-19 since President Hassan took office.

We are not affiliated with the government, and will not share your responses with government officials or police. These interviews will be confidential. In our report on the data, we will not include names or other information that could potentially identify you. We will not reveal the geographic location or position of the person when discussing individual responses to our questions.

This interview is completely voluntary, meaning you can stop the interview at any time. You can also refuse to answer any question.

Do you have any questions about the research?

I would like to audio record the interview so that I may capture all of the details of what you say. Do you give consent for me to audio record?

Habari. Nafanya Kazi na Chuo Kikuu Mzumbe chini ya uongozi wa Prof. Mollel. Tunakusanya taarifa kuangalia mabadiliko ya kukabiliana na UVIKO-19 tangu rais Hassani achukue madaraka. Lengo la hizi taarifa ni kuboresha taarifa kama nehi kwenye taafiti tafiti ya Sera za kidunia za kukabiliana na janga hili, Tunafanya mahojiano na wawakilishi kumi (10) kutoka taasisi za kimataifa za Kimataifa zisizo za serikali, taasis zisizo za kiserikali na taasisi za kijamii, na washiriki wengine 20-30 watakaochaguliwa kutoka maeneo mbalimbali ambao ni maafisa wa Serikali za Mitaa

1. Please describe for me what your organization does.
   a. What is your organization’s mission?
   b. What is your role in the organization?
   c. What was your training? (Highest degree completed/certification completed and in what field)

   Tafadhali eleza taasisi yako inajishughulisha na nini?
   a. Nini dhamira ya taasisi yako?
b. Nini jukumu lako kwenye taasisi

c. Umepata mafunzo gani?

2. What activities are you/your office engaged in related to combating the spread of coronavirus? Are you engaging in activities related to the COVID-19 vaccine? (e.g., demand creation, distribution, overcoming vaccine hesitancy, etc.)

Ni shughuli gani wewe au ofisi yako inajishughulisha nazo katika kuzuia kusambaa kwa virusi vya UVIKO-19

3. Have your activities of responding to COVID 19 changed since President Hassan took office? How so?

Je shughuli zenu za kupambana na UVIKO-19 zimebadilika tangu Raisi Samia Suluhu Hassan aingie madarakani? Kwa namna gani?

4. Overall, how would you characterize Tanzania’s response to COVID-19 under President Hassan? Is it significantly different from President Magufuli’s?

Kwa ujumla, unaojajili namna Tanzania inavyopambana na UVIKO-19 chini ya Raisi Samia Suluhu Hassan? Kuna tofauti kubwa ukilinganisha na wakati wa Raisi Magufuli?

a. What do you think influences President Hassan’s decision-making? How are these influences different from under President Magufuli

5. How has access to information related to COVID-19 changed since President Hassan took office?

Ni kwa jinsi gani upatikanaji wa taarifa za UVIKO-19 umebadilika tangu Raisi Samia Suluhu Hassan kuingia madarakani?

a. What information is available about COVID-19 cases and deaths? Who is reporting this information? How can people access this information?

Ni taarifa zizipatikana kuhusiana na wagonjwa na viro vinavyotokana na UVIKO-19? Nani anatoa hizi taarifa? Watu wanapata je hizi taarifa?

b. What information would you like to receive from the government that you are not getting?

c. To what extent is misinformation about COVID 19 a problem?

Ni kwa kiasi gani taarifa zisizo sahihi kuhusu UVIKO-19 ni tatizo?
d. Can you share any examples of misinformation, especially that related to the vaccine? [Probe to get at nature of misinformation as well as who is sharing it and through what channels.]

e. Are you aware of any efforts to combat misinformation?

Unafahamu juhudi zozote za kukabiliana na taarifa zisizo sahihi kuhusu UVIKO-19?

6. Do you collaborate with government offices or local officials to carry out your COVID-19 prevention activities?

Unashirikianje na maafisa wa serikali au wa halmashauri katika kutekeleza shughuli za kuzuia kuenea kwa UVIKO-19?

7. Are you aware of anything that hinders local government officials and NGOs from doing the activities they would like to do to prevent coronavirus spread?

Nini kinawazuia maafisa au watumishi wa serikali na katika Mashirika Yasioyo ya Kiserikali (NGOs) kutekeleza shughuli ambazo wangependa kuzitekeleza katika kuzuia kuenea kwa virusi vya Korona?

   a. Political factors-limitation from politicians and existing guidelines from doing coronavirus related activities?

   Sababu za kisiasa- vikwazo vya kisiasa na miongozo iliyopo ya kutekeleza shughuli zinazohusiana na kukabiliana na virusi vya Korona?

   b. Resource availability- how does it limit them from implementing coronavirus related activities?

   Uwepo wa rasilimali- ni kwa namna gani inazuia/ inakwamisha utekelezaji wa shughuli zinazohusiana na kupambana na virusi vya Korona?

   c. Social factors- how do customs/communities practices affect the response to coronavirus

   Sababu za kijamii- ni kwa namna gani desturi/taratibu za kijamii za zinaadhiri kupambana na Virusi vya Korona?

   d. Economic factors- how do purchasing power of people affect their ability to implement coronavirus measures? Eg water supplies, masks etc

   Sababu za kiuchumi- ni kwa namna gani uwezo wa watu wa kununua unaadhiri uwezo wao wa kutekeleza mapambano dhidi ya Virusi vya Korona?
8. To what extent is vaccination seen as a priority in Tanzania?

Ni kwa kiasi gani chanjo inaonekana kama kipaumbele Tanzania?

a. If it hasn’t come up before: What are the main challenges to widespread vaccination?

Ni changamoto kubwa zipi zilizopo katika kusambaza kwa wingi chanjo ya UVIKO-19?
Interview Guide – Local Officials

INTERVIEWER: Please adhere to the following safety precautions when conducting interviews:

1. Please stand 2 meters away from the participant at all times.
2. Please wear a mask and encourage the participant to wear one if they have one.
3. Please do not touch the participant at any time.
4. If the participant coughs, please excuse yourself and ask to do the interview another time.
5. Immediately after the interview, please wash your hands with soap and water or hand sanitize your hands.

Hello. I work for Mzumbe University under the direction of Professor Henry Mollel. We are collecting data to examine the changes in COVID-19 response in Tanzania since President Hassan took office. The purpose of these data is to contribute information on Tanzania to a research article on global policy responses to the pandemic. We are conducting original interviews with 20-30 purposively selected local officials from diverse geographic areas. We are interviewing local government officials at district, ward, and village level. During our interviews, we will ask questions about how the guidance you have received to contain COVID-19 has changed under President Hassan and how you have adapted, the factors that affect how you respond to the pandemic, and how community perceptions around COVID-19 have changed since President Hassan took office.

We are not affiliated with the government, and will not share your responses with government officials or police. These interviews will be confidential. In our report on the data, we will not include names or other information that could potentially identify you. We will not reveal the geographic location or position of the person when discussing individual responses to our questions.

This interview is completely voluntary, meaning you can stop the interview at any time. You can also refuse to answer any question.

Do you have any questions about the research or the interview guide?

I would like to audio record the interview so that I may capture all of the details of what you say. Do you give consent for me to audio record?

1. What is your role in government or service provision? What training did you receive for doing this role?

Nini majukumu yenu kwa serikali au katika kutoa huduma? Ni mafunzo gani mmepokea katika kufanya majukumu hayo?
2. **What official new guidance have you received since the new president Ms Samia Suluhu Hassan took office in combating the spread of coronavirus in Tanzania?**

*Probe: testing/surveillance, mask wearing, isolating cases, vaccine*

Ni miongozo gani mmpata tangu raisi Samia Suluhu Hassan ameingia madarakani katika kukabiliana na kuenea kwa virusi vya Korona Tanzania?

   a. **What are the differences between the guidance you received from President Samia Suluhu Hassan’s government compared to the guidance you previously received from Magufuli’s government?** [Probe around issues of the legitimacy of this information.]

   Kuna tofauti gani kati ya muongozo wa sasa wakati wa Raisi Samia Suluhu Hassan na wakati wa raisi John Joseph Pombe Magufuli

3. **Overall, how would you characterize Tanzania’s response to COVID-19 under President Hassan? Is it significantly different from President Magufuli’s?**

Kwa ujumla, unaonaje namna Tanzania inavyopambana na UVIKO-19 chini ya Raisi Samia Suluhu Hassan? Kuna tofauti kubwa ukilinganisha na wakati wa Raisi Magufuli?

   a. **What do you think influences the government’s decision-making? How are these influences different from under President Magufuli’s government?**

4. **What activities are you/your office engaged in related to combating the spread of coronavirus?**

*If needed, prompt: public information campaigns; testing; enforcing regulations; contact tracing; etc.*

Ni shughuli gani wewe ama ofisi yako inafanya katika kukabiliana na kuenea kwa virusi vya Korona?

   a. **What is your motivation for engaging in these activities to prevent the spread of coronavirus?** *Probe: have you lost loved ones to the coronavirus?*

   Ni motisha gani inakusukuma kutekeleza shughuli za kuzuia kuenea kwa virusi vya Korona? *Dodosa: Kuna ndugu umewapoteza kutokana na janga hili la Korona?*

   b. **Which of these activities is the most challenging to implement? What is the nature of the challenge? How was it challenging?**

   Zipi kati ya shughuli hizi zimekuwa na changamoto kubwa kutekeleza? Nini chanzo ya changamoto hiyo? Ni kwa namna gani inakuwa changamoto?
5. **[If not already mentioned]** Are you engaging in activities related to the COVID-19 vaccine? (e.g., demand creation, distribution, overcoming vaccine hesitancy, etc.)

   a. To what extent is vaccination a priority for you and people in the community you serve?

   b. Where can people go to get the vaccine?

   c. What are the challenges you face in vaccinating people?

   d. How do people get information about COVID-19 and the vaccine? To what extent can people access reliable information?

   Kwa namna gani watu wanapata taarifa za UVIKO-19 na chanjo? Ni kwa kiasi gani watu wanaweza kupata taarifa sahihi?

   e. To the extent that they cannot access reliable information, what are the barriers? (probe: trust, politics) Please provide some examples.

   Ni kwa kiasi gani watu wanashindwa kupata taarifa sahihi na sababu ni zipi? (Dodosa: uaminifu, siasa) toa mifano.

6. **[For region officials]** Have districts in your region developed comprehensive council micro plans?

   **[If no, have not developed a plan]**

   a. Are you aware that the central government has released guidelines that call for the development of such comprehensive micro plans? What do you think about the idea to create these plans?

   **[If aware but still haven’t developed plan]** What has prevented your district from developing a plan?

   **[If yes, have developed a plan]**

   a. Has your office provided technical support and backstopping to districts to help them with these plans?

   b. Are councils in your region implementing the plans? What challenges do you see in councils implementing the plans?

   c. Would it be possible to see copies of the plans? **[Data collector should ask for hard copy if possible or take picture with phone if not.]**

   **[For district officials]** Has your district developed a comprehensive council micro plan?

   **[If no, have not developed a plan]**
c. Are you aware that the central government has released guidelines that call for the development of such comprehensive micro plans? What do you think about the idea to create these plans?

d. [If aware but still haven’t developed plan] What has prevented your district from developing a plan?

[If yes, have developed a plan]

a. Can you tell me about the process to develop the plan? Who did the planning process involve and when was it carried out?

b. What are the main activities covered in the plan? Have you begun carrying them out?

c. Which of these activities has been the most effective, or [if not yet implementing activities] which do you think will be the most effective? What accounts for its effectiveness?

d. What are the barriers to implementing the micro plan? Which of these activities have been most challenging to implement, or [if not yet implementing activities] which do you think will be the most challenging? What is the nature of the challenge?

e. Would it be possible to see a copy of the plan? [Data collector should ask for hard copy if possible or take picture with phone if not.]

7. How does the central government know about your activities of responding to Coronavirus? Do they monitor what you are doing to adhere to the guidelines?

Serekale kuu kwa maana ya wizara ya Afya na TAMISEMI inafahamuje kuhusu majukumu unayofanya kukabiliana na virusi vya Korona? Wanakufatilia kuona kwamba unatekeleza shughuli zako na kulingana na miongozo iliyopo?

8. Are there any activities related to coronavirus containment/mitigation that you/your office are not engaged in but would like to be doing? Please elaborate with a few examples.

Ni baadhi ya shughuli zipi zinazohusiana na kukabiliana na Korona kulingana na miongozo ya ofisi yako. Kufikia na unukutana na kulingana na miongozo iliyopo?

9. [For health facility governing committee members; other lower level officials] What prevents you from doing the activities you would like to do to prevent coronavirus spread?

Nini kina hawakubadili katika shughuli unayofanye unakupa kuzifanya katika kukabiliana na Korona?

a. Political factors-limitation from politicians and existing guidelines from doing coronavirus related activities?
Sababu za kisiasa- kukuamishwa na wanasiasa na miongozo katika kutekeleza shughuli zinazohusiana na kuzuia kuenea kwa virusi vya Korona

b. **Resource availability- how do it limit you from implementing coronavirus related activities?**
   Sababu za uwepo wa rasilimali- kushindwa kutekeleza shughuli kutokana na kukosekana kwa rasilimali au rasilimali kuwa kidogo?

c. **Social factors- how do customs/communities practices affect the response to coronavirus**
   Sababu sa kijamii- mwitikio wa jamii kutokana na desturi zao?

d. **Economic factors- how do purchasing power of people affect their ability to implement coronavirus measures? Eg water supplies, masks etc**
   Sababu sa kiuchumi- uwezo wa kununua mahitaji na kujinga na virusi vya Korona?

10. Where do you get resources for containing coronavirus from? *Probe: central government, donors, local revenues?*

   Manapata wapi rasilimali za kukabiliana na janga la Corona? Dodosa: Serikali kuu, wadaw wa maendeleo, mapato ya halmashauri?

e. **How do you obtain these resources? Walk me through the process.**
   Manapataje rasilimali hizo? Nieleze mchakato?

f. **What are the challenges you experience obtaining these resources?**
   Ni changamoto zipo unakumbana nazo katika kupata rasilimali hizo?

Thank you for your time and cooperation. We appreciate your taking time to talk with us.
Tunashukuru kwa muda na ushirikiano wako. Asante sana kwa kutoa muda wako kuzungumza na sisi.
# Consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative studies (COREQ): 32-item checklist

Please indicate in which section each item has been reported in your manuscript. If you do not feel an item applies to your manuscript, please enter N/A.

For further information about the COREQ guidelines, please see Tong et al., 2017: [https://doi.org/10.1093/intqhc/mzm042](https://doi.org/10.1093/intqhc/mzm042)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Domain 1: Research team and reflexivity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Section #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Interviewer/facilitator</td>
<td>Which author/s conducted the interview or focus group?</td>
<td>Pg 9, lines 14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Credentials</td>
<td>What were the researcher’s credentials? <em>E.g.</em> PhD, MD</td>
<td>Pg 9, lines 14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>What was their occupation at the time of the study?</td>
<td>Pg 9, lines 14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Was the researcher male or female?</td>
<td>Pg 9, lines 15-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Experience and training</td>
<td>What experience or training did the researcher have?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship with participants</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6. Relationship established</td>
<td>Was a relationship established prior to study commencement?</td>
<td>Pg 9, lines 16-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Participant knowledge of the interviewer</td>
<td>What did the participants know about the researcher? <em>E.g.</em> Personal goals, reasons for doing the research</td>
<td>Pg 9, lines 17-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Interviewer characteristics</td>
<td>What characteristics were reported about the interviewer/facilitator? <em>E.g.</em> Bias, assumptions, reasons and interests in the research topic</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain 2: Study design</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical framework</td>
<td>What methodological orientation was stated to underpin the study? <em>E.g.</em> grounded theory, discourse analysis, ethnography, phenomenology, content analysis</td>
<td>Pg 10, lines 2-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant selection</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9. Sampling</td>
<td>How were participants selected? <em>E.g.</em> purposive, convenience, consecutive, snowball</td>
<td>Pg 8, lines 3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Method of approach</td>
<td>How were participants approached? <em>E.g.</em> face-to-face, telephone, mail, email</td>
<td>Pg 9, line 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Sample size</td>
<td>How many participants were in the study?</td>
<td>Pg 10, line 23-pg 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Non-participation</td>
<td>How many people refused to participate or dropped out? What were the reasons for this?</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Setting               | Where was the data collected? *E.g.* home, clinic, workplace | N/A |
| Setting               | Was anyone else present besides the participants and researchers? | Pg 9, lines 13-14 |

### Data collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16. Description of sample</th>
<th>What are the important characteristics of the sample? <em>E.g. demographic data, date</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Domain 3: analysis and findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>24. Number of data coders</th>
<th>How many data coders coded the data?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25. Description of the coding tree</td>
<td>Did authors provide a description of the coding tree?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Derivation of themes</td>
<td>Were themes identified in advance or derived from the data?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Software</td>
<td>What software, if applicable, was used to manage the data?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Participant checking</td>
<td>Did participants provide feedback on the findings?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Reporting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>29. Quotations presented</th>
<th>Were participant quotations presented to illustrate the themes / findings? Was each quotation identified? <em>E.g. Participant number</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30. Data and findings consistent</td>
<td>Was there consistency between the data presented and the findings?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Clarity of major themes</td>
<td>Were major themes clearly presented in the findings?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Clarity of minor themes</td>
<td>Is there a description of diverse cases or discussion of minor themes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When submitting your manuscript via the online submission form, please upload the completed checklist as a Figure/supplementary file.

If you would like this checklist to be included alongside your article, we ask that you upload the completed checklist to an online repository and include the guideline type, name of the repository, DOI and license in the *Data availability* section of your manuscript.

## Reflexivity Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study conceptualisation</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. How does this study address local research and policy priorities?</td>
<td>1. Tanzania has a national plan for COVID-19 vaccination, joined COVAX and is committed to inoculating their citizens against COVID-19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. How were local researchers involved in study design?</td>
<td>2. Local researchers helped to design the study, select the sample, and plan the interview guide.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Research management     | 1. How has funding been used to support the local research team(s)?        | 1. Yes, all Tanzanian research assistants were paid for their contributions to data collection and analysis. |

| Data acquisition and analysis | 1. How are research staff who conducted data collection acknowledged?  | 1. We acknowledged one research assistant’s (Nelson Kisanga) contributions to the results in the form of a co-authorship. The other research assistants were named in the Acknowledgments section. |
|                             | 2. How have members of the research partnership been provided with access to study data? | 2. Yes, all members of the research team have access to all transcripts and the dataset in Dedoose. |
|                             | 3. How were data used to develop analytical skills within the partnership? | 3. All Tanzanian research assistants were trained in using Dedoose software to code the data. This was a new analytical skill for them. |

| Data interpretation       | 1. How have research partners collaborated in interpreting study data?   | 1. All members of the research team contributed to data interpretation and analysis. In addition, written results were shared |
Reflexivity Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drafting and revising for intellectual content</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How were research partners supported to develop writing skills?</td>
<td>1. Research partners contributed to the writing of the manuscript.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How will research products be shared to address local needs?</td>
<td>2. The manuscript will be shared with key stakeholders once published.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authorship</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How is the leadership, contribution and ownership of this work by LMIC researchers recognised within the authorship?</td>
<td>1. The senior researcher from Tanzania, Henry Mollel, is recognized by being placed in the last authorship position.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How have early career researchers across the partnership been included within the authorship team?</td>
<td>2. Nelson Kisanga is an early career researcher included in the authorship team.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How has gender balance been addressed within the authorship?</td>
<td>3. There are two men and four women in the authorship team.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How has the project contributed to training of LMIC researchers?</td>
<td>1. Research assistants in Tanzania were trained over Zoom to code qualitative data in Dedoose.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How has the project contributed to improvements in local infrastructure?</td>
<td>1. The project contributed by supporting the research assistants financially and by increasing their capacity to analyze research data. In our conclusion, we call for several improvements and investment in mass COVID-19 vaccination in Africa.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Reflexivity Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. What safeguarding procedures were used to protect local study participants and researchers?</td>
<td>1. We obtained ethical approval from Mzumbe University and the President’s Office of Regional Administration and Local Government.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>